Education Opportunities
Tours: Bring your class to SITE Santa Fe to enjoy a discussion based tour of the exhibitions followed by an optional hands-on
activity. Visits to SITE can either be one hour or two hours. Tours are offered on Mondays, Thursdays, and Fridays between
10am-5pm. Tours must be scheduled three weeks in advance. Tours and activities are free, additionally there is funding to help
reimburse the cost of bus transportation.
One Hour at SITE: Discussion-based tour
Two Hours at SITE: Discussion-based tour followed by hands on art activity (see below for activity options)

Classroom Visit: SITE comes to your classroom! We will present a powerpoint featuring the work of the artists we
currently have featured at SITE followed by a hands on art activity. Classroom visits can accommodate the length of your class.
Classroom visits can be scheduled on Mondays or Wednesdays between 9am-5pm. Classroom visits are free.

Contact: Austyn Stuedell stuedell@sitesantafe.org to schedule

Activity Options
Shirin Neshat: October 7th- January 16th

Portrait Stories Activity

Created in New Mexico in 2019, Land of Dreams is
a multidisciplinary series featuring over one
hundred photographs of New Mexico residents
embellished with Farsi calligraphy and small-scale
illustrations; a two-channel video following a
fictional Iranian photographer as she travels
door-to-door soliciting portraits of strangers while
collecting their dreams; and a feature length film.

Students will begin by interviewing
each other about literal dreams they
have at night as well as their dreams
for the future. Then they will take
portrait photos of each other using a
polaroid camera. These photos and
answers to the interview questions
will be displayed on a posterboard.

Max Cole: October 7th- January 16th

Monochrome Symbol Painting

Spanning 1962-2022, Endless Journey surveys over
six decades of Cole’s ongoing career including
many never-before-seen works. Cole’s iconic
paintings invite viewers on a meditative journey
through her lifelong investigation of rhythmic
repetitive line and composition.

Based on Max Cole’s work of painting
the Greek Cross Students will choose
a symbol to paint using white, black
and gray paint. Students will be
invited to experiment with
mark-making techniques.

Billie Zangewa: November 18th - February 13th

Fabric Collage

Zangewa creates intricate collages composed of
hand-stitched fragments of raw silk. The works in
Field of Dreams are a departure from Zangewa’s
recent figurative compositions that have centered
on themes of domestic life. After spending two
years home-bound due to the pandemic, Zangewa
has shifted her gaze to a ponderance of the
human condition and the interconnectivity of all
living things.

Students will make a collage using
fabric to depict a scene from their
life. Students will be invited to
portray a time in their life that they
felt proud of themselves.

